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We study the dielectric response function of an electron-gas cylinder 
bundle. The electron-electron interactions among different cylinders are 
taken into account. The electronic excitations are associated with those of 
an isolated cylinder. However, a cylinder bundle exhibits the three- 
dimensional characteristics, but a single cylinder the one-dimensional 
characteristics. The excitation properties are highly anisotropic. The 
plasma oscillations perpendicular and parallel to the axial direction quite 
differs from each other. Th ratio between their oscillation frequencies is 
generally smaller than l/ / 2, which depends on the cylinder radius and the 
effective mass. 0 1997 Elsevier Science Ltd 
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A cylinder bundle, which is made up of the identical 
hollow cylinders, could form a two-dimensional (2D) 
lattice, e.g. a triangular lattice (Fig. 1). An isolated 
cylinder is a mesoscopic metal tube [l] or a carbon 
nanotube [2]. The metallic carbon nanotube bundle was 
recently reported by ‘Ihess et al. [3]. The objective of this 
work is to investigate the electronic excitations of the 
cylinder bundles by evaluating their dielectric function e. 

Here the charge carriers confined on a hollow cylinder 
are modelled as an electron gas (EGS) [ 1, 4-71. The 
eigenstates are 

*s(rI, 4, z) = eikz e”+6(rl - a)lfi, (1) 

and the eigenvalues are 

Ea = k2L!m* + 12f2m*a2, (2) 

where 18) = Ik, I). k is the wave vector along the axial 
direction, 1 the angular momentum or the subband index, 
m* the effective mass and a the cylinder radius. Due to 
the cylindrical symmetry, the transferred momentum (9) 
and angular momentum (t) are conserved in the electron- 
electron (e-e) interactions. Hence each EGS cylinder 
exhibits the Laecoupled electronic excitations, with 
the strong g-dependence [4-71. 

The BIoch functions of a cylinder bundle, which have 
the 2D lattice vector RI,, are expressed by 

la)lk~,B) = C % exp (ikl * R&*&L - RL,~,z). 
RI4 

(3) 

C is the normalization factor. I denotes the vector 
perpendicular to the axial direction. For example, kl is 
perpendicular to k. The cylinder bundle is assumed to be 
perturbed by an external potential Vex(ql, q, w). It would 
induce charge fluctuations on all cylinders. The induced 
potential due to the screening charges could be obtained 
from the Poisson’s equation 

V’“(q* 3 9, w) = V(q, 9 q)n’“(q1, q, w). (4) 

V(ql, q) = 4Te2/(q: + q2) is the Coulomb interaction of 
a 3D EGS. The e-e interaction has changed from the 1D 
[4-71 to the 3D form, when the quasi-1D cylinders are 
packed into the crystalline bundle. 

The approximation, which is similar to the self- 
consistent-field approach [8], is used to calculate the 
induced charge density (n”‘). Within the linear response 
approximation, we obtain 

n’“(q,, w) = 2 x V@(q;, w)(a’]eiq’ “]a) (o]e-iql “la’) 
rrd‘q; 

x f”tEd -f”W 
E,* - E, - (w + 3) (5) 

where qI = (qI , q). The factor of 2 accounts for the spin 
degeneracy. VCR = V” + Vi” is the effective potential. 
f” is the Fermi-Dirac function. The many-body effects 
due to exchange-correlation holes are neglected within 
the linear response. As a result of the periodicity of the 
Bloch functions, the matrix elements in equation (5) is 
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0000 
~NA 

XL@7 WI = (2r)* , --I 
x & fObw + q, 1+ 41 -f”rGwI 

000 
I E(k + q, 1 + L) - E(k, 1) - (w + 8)’ 

(7c) 

q1 in equation (7a) is confined within the first 

0000 
Brillouin zone. xL(q, w) is the response function of 
an isolated cylinder [4-71. NA is the cylinder number 
per area. The dielectric function, which satisfies 
[e]V@ = v’“, is 

000 kk,,,G,,.(Q~~ 4, w) = EO&,G,,, - V(ql + Gn. q) x M; 
L 

X (sl + G)ML(q~ + Gn,)xL(q. 4, 

(8) 
Fig. 1. The hollow cylinders are packed into a two- 
dimensional triangular lattice. where e. is the background dielectric constant. [r] in 

further reduced to 
equation (8) remains the similar form, when each 
cylinder is threaded by a uniform magnetic flux 6,. It 

(arleiq; “la) = 6(k; -kl -q; -G’,)&k’--k-q) only needs to change xdq, w) into xdq, w, A,) [41. 

x ML(@lh (64 
The dielectric function in equation (8) is an n X n 

matrix. The term G, = G,t = 0 is mainly related to the 
where intensity of the excitation spectrum. The following 

cakulations are mainly focused on 
ML(q’l) = drleiq; ‘rs*&lr $)*,(r,, t$) 

2T 
k10.0 = co - Wql,q) xx&v wM.(sd12. (9) 

= e 
I 

L 
-iu eiq;a fos 6 eiq,La sin 9 d& 

(6W 

0 
ML(qI) in equation (6b) could be evaluated from the 

(q:, q;) = q’l. G, is a 2D reciprocal-lattice vector. The 
series expansion of exp(iql.rl). By the detailed analysis, 

effects from the Umklapp scattering are included in 
[E]Q,~ is approximately given by 

equation (6a). ML, which is derived from the e-e inter- klo,o= Eo - 8r2e2 
actions of Bloch states, only depends on the difference x&0(4. WI 
of angular momentum L = 1 -I’. This result clearly 

(9: + q2) 
illustrates that the dielectric response of a cylinder 
bundle is associated with the various L’s excitations of 
separate hollow cylinders. 

The effective potential obtained from equations (4)-(6) 
is 

Vcff(ql + Gmq, w) = Vex@, 

+ Gm q, w) + V’“(ql + G,,, q, w), (7a) 

a”& +- 1 152xL'3(9' WI I * (10) 

V’“(ql + Gr q. w) = Wql + G,, q) 1 z 
G.* L 

X M:(ql + Gn)Mdq~ + Cm,> 

x +(ql + Gn’, q, 4x&r 4, 

The approximate expression in equation (10) is good 
at aql 5 3. The dielectric function markedly depends 
on the direction and the magnitude of q,. The angle 
between qr and the axial direction is characterized by 0. 
Hence the excitation spectrum (Im(-l/[e]o,o)) of a 
cylinder bundle would exhibit the highly anisotropic 

(7b) behavior. 
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The two simple cases, ql = 0 and q = 0, are 
discussed. The dielectric function in the absence of q1 
(0 = 0) is 

[elo,o(q, w) = eo - 
8r2e2 
TX-(% w). (11) 

4 

The response function of a cylinder bundle is indicated to 
be the superposition of the L = 0 excitations of all 
cylinders, if the external electric field is parallel to the 
axial direction. The dielectric function in equation (11) 
is similar to that of an isolated cylinder. However, 
the Coulomb interaction of the former belongs to 
the 3D form and the latter the 1D form [4-71. The 
excitation properties of a cylinder bundle, e.g. plasmons, 
should contrast greatly with those of a single cylinder. 
The plasmon frequency wP could be obtained from 
Re[e]a,a = 0. w&9 = O”, q - 0) = &%%$? at long- 
wavelength limit, since xc_0(q - 0, w) = an,NAq2/m* w2 
[4]. n, is the carrier number per area in each cylinder 
and N is the total carrier number per volume. This result 
is similar to that of a 3D EGS. Hence the plasma 
oscillations along the tube axis are suggested to behave 
as that of a 3D EGS. This plasmon belongs to an optical 
plasmon, which is completely different from the 1D 
acoustic plasmon (the L = 0 mode) in a single cylinder 
14-71. That the thorough change of the e-e interactions 
is the main reason. 

For the q = 0 case (0 = 90”), the dielectric function 
at small qI is 

klo.o(q~, w) = e0 - 4r2e2a2xk1 (q = 0, w) 

r2e2a4q: 
4 XL=2(4 = 0, WI. (12) 

The dielectric response at long-wavelength limit 
(ql - 0) mainly comes from the superposition of 
the L = 1 excitations, which quite differs from that 
in the case of qI = 0 [equation (1 l)]. This result 
further illustrates that the cylinder bundle owns the 
highly anisotropic characteristics. If the plasmon fre- 
quency is much higher than the single-particle excitation 
energy (I&k = q.l + 1) - E(k, QI), xL=i(q = 0, W) = 

ncNAlm*w2 [41. Under such a condition, the plasmon 
frequency at Ion -wavelength limit is w&B = 90”, 

q1-+0)= + 2rNe /corn . Moreover, there is a special 
ratio 114 between the plasmon frequencies for 
the plasma oscillations perpendicular and parallel to 
the axial direction. In addition, a similar ratio l/A 
could also be found in the relation between the 
surface plasmon and the bulk plasmon of normal 
metals. In general, the ratio w&9 = !lO”,q, -O)/ 
bge = 00, q - 01, as shown in Fig. 2, is smaller 
than l&. It depends on the nanotube radius and the 
effective mass. The plasmon in the q = 0 or qI = 0 
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Fig. 2. The ratio between the long-wavelength plasmon 
frequencies for the plasma oscillations perpendicular and 
parallel to the axial direction. It is shown as a function of 
the total carrier density at a = 17 A and m* = m,. 

case belongs to an optical plasmon, which implies that 
the charge carriers in a cylinder bundle would behave as 
a 3D EGS for any q,. 

In short, we have calculated the dielectric function of 
an electron-gas cylinder bundle. It could be further used 
to study the excitation properties of metal tube bundles 
[l] and carbon nanotube bundles [3]. For example, the 
electron-gas cylinder bundle is suitable in understanding 
the collective excitations of the conduction electrons in 
the intercalated carbon nanotube bundles 19, IO]. 
The details will be studied elsewhere. The cylinder 
bundles would exhibit the highly anisotropic behavior 
and the three-dimensional characteristics. The plasma 
oscillations perpendicular and parallel to the nanotube 
axis are very different from each other. The ratio between 
their oscillation frequencies is generally smaller than 
l/d, which depends on the nanotube radius and the 
effective mass. 
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